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BARBARA WEIR, TOWN CLERK
This year's dedication is to two employees of the Town of Lempster each of
whom has given 16 years of service to the citizens of Lempster.
Emily Fairweather began her duties as Town Librarian in 1982. The Town
Librarian's duty is to stock the library with volumes that will enhance and
promote the growth of knowledge for it's citizens. Emily did this, keeping in
mind the interests of her patrons. Emily opened the Library on time - every
time - even in the most inclement periods of weather. You could always
depend on Eknily and the Library being opened - rain, ice, sleet or sunshine.
Emily's quiet manner and helpfulness will be long remembered.
Barbara Weir began as Town Clerk in 1982. Barbara came to the service of
the Town not knowing anything about the duties of a Clerk but she
diligently dug into the learning process and became a dedicated and
proficient Clerk. Barbara worked with quiet patience and understanding.
She carried out her duties with the utmost professionalism. She is missed
and will never be forgotten.
With this 1998 Town Report - the Town of Lempster thanks Emily
Fairweather and Barbara Weir for their years of dedication and service.










Frederic W. Bard (1999)
Mary E. Grenier (2000)
Harrison E. Stover (2001)
Barbara Weir to 10/31/98
Phyllis M. Clark (1999)
Phyllis M. Clark (1999)
Kenneth Roberts (1999)
James Elmore (2001)





CONSERVATION COMMISSION Roger Ferland (2001)
YorickHurd (2001)
Emily Fairweather ( 1999)








Danny B. Morse (1999)
Thomas W. Moore, Sr.
Lynn A. Lagasse
PhiUip L. Howard (2000)
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John Williams to 4/98*
Michael Shklar (1999)
Phillip J. Tirrell, Sr.
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TOWNOFLEMPSTER
To the townspeople of Lempster:
It has been a pleasure to serve on the board of selectmen for the past year.
As always, we have had many things to consider and I believe we have
done so to the best of our abilities.
At a recent meeting the board voted unanimously to support the Newport
Board of Selectmen in opposition to the possible sale and expansion of the
Newport ash landfill site. The sale of the landfill is under consideration by
the NHA^T Solid Waste District.
The Town Hall project is progressing slowly. The architects have completed
preliminary plans and we are ready to receive bids for the immediate
structural repair needs. At Town Meeting we will consider an article
authorizing the painting of the exterior of the building. It is important to
have the exterior paint job completed soon to deter further deterioration
AND to have an aesthetically appealing structure for our 100th Lempster
Old Home Day! The Town has purchased a small piece of property that is
to the rear of the Town Hall from the State Grange for the amount of $250.
We thank Gilbert Pinkney for his valuable assistance in this acquisition.
Any persons that would like to assist in preparing for or participating in
Old Home Day activities may contact Yorick Hurd or any member of the
Historical Society.
Two sections of Nichols Road, totaling approximately .625 of a mile, were
laid out as Class V roads. In both cases these roads have been maintained
by the Town for over fifteen years.
We have received confirmation from the Department of Environmental
Services for the satisfactory completions of the 1997 repairs to the Long
Pond Dam with their compliments for a job well done.
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An artesian well has been drilled at the Town Pit with a flow of
approximately 20 gallons per minute. If any residents have a water
emergency they may fill their containers at this well.
A new bridge has been constructed on Olds Road. The design and
construction was completed by Road Agent Phil Howard and Jason Lemere.
Another job well done by the Highway Department.
We very much appreciate the efforts of the many volunteers and elected
officials who serve Lempster well with little or no remuneration. This
would include, but not be limited to, members of the Fire Department, the
Rescue Squad, the Planning Board, the Board of Education, the Library
Trustees, the Cemetery Trustees, and the Trustees of Trust Funds.
I would personally like to thank Darlene Morse, without whom the job of
selectman would be much more difficult.





State of New Hampshire
1999
To the inhabitants of the Town of Lempster, in the County of Sullivan, in said State,
qualified to vote in town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School in said
Lempster, on Tuesday, the 9th day of March, 1999, at two thirty (2:30 PM) in the
afternoon to open the polls for the voting for candidates, and at seven o'clock (7:00
PM) in the evening for discussion of the articles of the warrant.
Article 1: To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
Article 2: To receive all reports and act thereon.
Article 3: To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following ordinance: "No
buildings shall be erected in the Town of Lempster without first obtaining a
building permit. Whoever violates this provision shall be pimished upon conviction
of a fine not exceeding ten doUars ($10.00) for each day of violation."
Article 4: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a
long-term lease/purchase agreement in the amount of $110,000.00 payable over a
period of 5 years at the rate of $25,750.00 annually to purchase a new highway truck
with attachments for the Highway Department and to raise and appropriate the
sum of $25,750.00 for the first year's payment for that purpose. The Selectmen
recommend this article. (CIP Article) (Majority vote required)
Article 5: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a
long-term lease/purchase agreement in the amount of $121,000 payable over a
period of 10 years at the rate of $15,503 annually to purchase a new pumper tanker
fire truck for the Fire Department and to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,503
for the first year's payment for that purpose. The Selectmen recommend this
article. (CIP Article) (Majority vote required)
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Article 6: "Polling hours in the Town of Lempster are now 8:00 AM to 7:00 PM.
Shall we place a question on the state election ballot to change polling hours so that
polls shall open at 11:00 AM and close at 7:00 PM for all regular state elections
beginning with the next state election?"
Article 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$481,675.00 for the purpose of General Town Operations. The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
Executive $ 47,000.00





General Government Buildings 9,500.00


















Parks & Recreation 500.00
Library 8,708.00
Patriotic Purposes 700.00
Principal/Long Term Notes 10,000.00
Interest/Long Term Notes 347.00
Interest Tax Anticipation Notes 2,000.00
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Article 8: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $30,000.00 for the
purchase of a police cruiser for the Police Department, and to authorize the
withdrawal of $10,797.00 from the Police Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund established
for this purpose the balance of $19,203.00 to be paid as follows, $13,500.00 for trade
in of the present cruiser and raise $5,703.00 through taxation. (OP Article) The
Selectmen recommend this article.
Article 9: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $1,600.00 for the
purchase of radio equipment for the Police Department, and to authorize the
withdrawal of $1,600.00 from the Police Radio Capital Reserve Fund established for
this purpose. (CIP Article) The Selectmen recommend this article.
ArticlelO: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,000.00 for the purpose of painting and window repair to the Town Meeting
House on Lempster Street. The Selectmen recommend this article.
Article 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$15,000.00 for the purpose of purchasing 5 acres of property on Route 10 from
Gary Qoutier for use as a new cemetery. The Selectmen do not recommend this
article.
Article 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,000.00 for the purpose of purchasing 5 acres of property on South Road from
the Julia Prybylo Trust for use as a new cemetery. The Selectmen do not
recommend this article.
Article 13: To see if the Town will vote to accept as a public class V road Splake
Drive. Submitted by Petition.
Article 14: To see if the Town wUl vote to replace the sum of $1,214.01 from the
unreserved fund balance to the Emergency Management Communications
Equipment and Emergency Power Capital Reserve Fund. This money was
appropriated from Capital Reserve at the 1997 Town Meeting in Article 23 and not
spent. The Selectmen recommend this article.
Article 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500
for the purpose of compensation for the volunteer firemen. The Selectmen
recommend this article.
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Article 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,000
to be added to the Town Building Repair Expendable Trust Fund previously
established. (CIP Article) The Selectmen recommend this article.
Article 17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$7,000 to be added to the Transfer Station Capital Reserve Fund previously
established. (CIP Article) The Selectmen recommend this article.
Article 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000
to be added to the Landfill Closure Capital Reserve Fund previously established.
(CIP Article) The Selectmen recommend this article.
Article 19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000
to be added to the Cemetery Capital Reserve Fund previously established. (CIP
Article) The Selectmen recommend this article.
Article 20: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $699.00
to assist the Southwestern Community Services. The Selectmen recommend this
article.
Article 21: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to allow a one
percent (1%) discount on taxes if paid in full within ten days of issue.
Article 22: To transact any and all business that may legally come before said Town
Meeting.















General Government Bldgs. 8,000.00































































4 - Plow Truck & Attachments
5 - Fire Tanker Pumper Truck
7 - Operating Budget
8 - Police Cruiser
9 - Police Radios
10- Paint Meeting House
11- Cloutier Cemetery Property
12- Piybylo Cemetery Property
13- Emergency Management
Return of Radio Fund
14- Firemen's Compensation
15- Town Bldg. Repair Exp.
Trust
16- Transfer Station Capital
Reserve
17- Landfill Closure Capital
Reserve





























$ 7,000 $ 7,000





$ 699 $ 699
TOTAL (with Cloutier Property) $812,688
(with Piybylo Property) $817,688
$13,611 $13,500 $595,830
$600,830
*Trade-in for present cruiser.
**Money exists now in fund balance - no funds need to be raised.
***Double item - totals would change depending on what article was voted favorably








T^nd Use Change Tax $ 1,000 $ 7,040 $ 2,000
Yield Tax 15,000 15,384 12,500
Int. 8b Penalties
on Delinquent Tax 12,000 25,000 20,000
Eixcavation Activity Tax 100 100
UCENSE3. PKFMI'i'S & FEES
Business Lie. & Penriits 70 150 100
Motor Vehicle Permits 85,000 93,025 90,000
Building Perriiits 1,000 1,175 1,000
Other Licenses 4,000 2,550 2,500
FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT:
FEMA Disaster Relief 20,000 15,485 8,500
FROM STA'IE:
Shared Revenues 4,000 5,474 5,000
Meals 8b Rooms Tax 20,000 15,227 15,000
Highway Block Grant 60,797 64,935 64,305
Forest Land Reimbursement 500 551 550
CHARGES FOR SERVICES:
Cem^etery 2,400 200 2,400
Income from Depts. 2,000 2,567 2,500
School District (parking lot) -0- 450 -0-
MISCELLANEOUS:
Sale of Municipal Properly 8,000 14,161 2,000
Int. in Investments 1,000 2,100 2,000
Rent of Town Properly 3,100 3,153 3,150
Insurance -0- 1,352 -0-
INTERFUND OPERATING
TRANSFERS IN:
Capital Reserve Funds 59,747 59,747 13,169
Forest Funds 1,000 4,111 2,000
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State of New Hampshire
1998
The inhabitants of the Town of Lempster, in the County of
Sullivan, in said State, qualified to vote in town affairs
met at the Goshen Lempster Cooperative school in said
Lempster, on Tuesday, the 10th day of March, 1998, at two thirty
(2:30) in the afternoon to open polls for voting for candidates,
and seven o'clock (7:00) in the evening for the discussion of the
articles of the warrent.
The Moderator opened the meeting by establishing his rules for
this meeting and recognizing any non voter.
Article
ensuing.
Motion made by: Emily Fairweather
Motion passed unanimously.
1: To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year







Police Chief: Danny B Morse
Welfare Officer: Lynn Lagasse

























Article 2: To receive all reports and act thereon.
Motion made by: Fred Bard Seconded by: Phyllis Clark
Motion passed.
Article 3: To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following
ordinance entitled "Town of Lempster Building Permit Ordinance ";
which reads as follows:
The Board of Selectmen shall appoint a Building Inspector who
shall be the administrative officer of this ordinance. He shall
receive applications for all new buildings and the fees as
provided in this ordinance; shall deposit with the Board of
16-
Selectmen a record of all applications and his action thereon;
and may issue permits for erection if, in his opinion, the
proposal complies with the laws of the State of New Hampshire and
any other Town ordinances and by-laws; shall act in coordination
with the fire warden and/or health officer in any matter in which
their duties as prescribed by law may coincide or conflict; and
shall take such action in the enforcement of this ordinance as
may be directed by the Selectmen.
No building shall be erected until a permit thereof has been
issued under the terms of this ordinance. Remodeling into
habitable dwellings of existent structures not now being so used
or conversion into apartment units of existent homes, attachedi
ells and/or accessory buildings shall place them within the scope
of this ordinance. Any additions to existing buildings for the
creation of living space shall also require a permit. All
permits for the construction or conversion of buildings into use
by the "public" shall comply with RSA 155.
No application for permit required by this ordinance shall
receive action by the Building Inspector unless made in writing.
All applications for a permit to build or reconstruct such a
class of building shall be accompanied by a sketch or plan of the
proposed building. A building permit shall become void unless
operations are commenced within twelve ( 12 ) months from the date
of approval, unless such time is extended by the Building
Inspector in writing.
No building may be occupied permanently until a certificate of
obcupancy has been issued by the Building Inspector showing that
pertinent variations from the original plans are covered by
applicable code and meet with the approval of the Building
Inspector. A fee of $25.00 shall be paid for such a certificate
of occupancy.
Fees for building permits shall be as follows:
Building Permit (valued $1,500 or less) $10.00
Building Permit (valued over $1,500) $25.00
Add: Residential (single family) $.02 per sq. ft.
Modular (single family) $.02 per sq. ft.
Residential (multi-family) $.05 per sq. ft.
Residential motel/inn $.10 per sq. ft.
Manufactured home (new or replac)$.02 per sq. ft.
Business $.08 per sq. ft.
Factory/Industrial $ . 10 per sq. ft.
Storage/basement $.02 per sq. ft.





Temporary placement of manufactured home for
construction $25.00
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(Above fees adopted by the Board of Selectmen April 2, 1997.)
If a building permit is denied, all but $5.00 of the fee will be
refunded.
Upon receiving such application the Building Inspector shall
promptly take such action as may be indicated in the way of
investigation to acquaint himself with the merits of the
application. If he finds the proposed building to conform with
the law and this ordinance, he may at once issue a permit in
writing over his signature. If he finds the proposal in any
conflict with state or local law, he shall fix whatever
restrictions or conditions on the proposed construction as may
be, in his best judgment, right and proper, or for reasonable
cause he may refuse the permit.
The Board of Selectmen shall act as the Board of Appeals should
an applicant wish to appeal the decision of the Building
Inspector.
Upon any well-founded information that this ordinance is being
violated, the Selectmen may on their own initiative take
immediate steps to enforce the provisions of the ordinance by
seeking an injunction by appropriate legal action. Whoever
violates the provisions of this ordinance shall be punished upon
conviction of a fine not exceeding ten dollars ($10.00) for each
day of violation. (By Ballot) (Recommended by the Board of
Selectmen
)
Motion made by Emily Fairweather, Seconded by Florence Michaels
This was voted on the official ballet so there was no discussion.
Yes = 70, No = 89.
Article 4: To see if the Town will vote to ban any take-over of
a road by the Town, or the assumption of any responsibility for
maintaining, plowing or upgrading any private road unless a long
range cost/benefit analysis has been submitted and accepted by a
vote of the Townspeople. (Submitted by Petition.)
Motion made by: Henry Frank Seconded by: Earl Chandler
By a show of hands the Moderator ruled that the Article passed.
The Town was in agreement.
Article 5; To see if the Town will vote to accept the following
private roads, as public class V roads: Old Sugarhouse Road,
Orchard Drive, Beaver Dam Road, Fifield Drive, Juniper Drive,
Blueberry Lane, Manor Road, Silver Springs Drive, Hillside Drive,
Woodland Avenue, Pine Drive, Rocky Hill Road, Deer Hill Lane,
South Hill Drive and Maplewood Drive. (Submitted by Petition)
John Fabrycky called "Point of Order". There should have been a
Public Hearing per RSA 267:40-A.
At this point the author of this Article also requested that this
article be withdrawn.
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The Moderator accepted both the point of order and the motion to
withdraw, and asked for a vote for the withdrawal of the article.
The withdrawal passed unanimously.
Article 6: If the Town accepts Article 5, above, High View
Church Farm would like to make the following offer to the Town,
to be used as additional cemetery space, as a gift in
appreciation for the Town accepting the roads: the parcel of
land south of the greenhouses, east side of Route 10 and south of
Manor Road, containing 7 acres more or less, in the location of
tax map 8, parcel 408.184. (Submitted by Petition)
Moderator passed over Article 6 by definition since we didn't
accept Article 5.
Article 7: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $98,000 for the purchase of a Highway Department plow truck
with attachments and to authorize the Selectmen to borrow by
issuance of notes or bonds, in accordance with the provisions of
the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33), a sum not to exceed
$98,000 and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate
such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest
thereon. The payments for such bonds or notes to be taken from
the monies received through the State of NH Block Grant funds and
are included in the Highway Department operating budget. (2/3
vote required by paper ballot) (CIP Article) The Selectmen
recommend this article.
Mention made by: Fred Bard Seconded by: Harry Stover
Article 7 was defeated by a vote of No = 75 and Yes = 71.
Article 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $461,442.00 for the purpose of General Town








General Government Buildings 8,000.00'







Fire & Rescue 25,265.00
Building Inspection 1,000.00

























Principal Long Term Notes
Interest Long Term Notes
Interest Tax Anticipation Notes
Motion made by: Florence Michaels Seconded by: Madeleine Ferland
Harry Stover moved to amend the article to read $444,442.00.
John Fabrycky seconded this.
Comments as to why: Harry said that it was $17,000 less because
of the value of the truck voted against in the previous Article.
Motions to amend passed unanimously.
Article 8 as amended passed unanimously.
Article 9; To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $20,000.00 for the purchase of a tractor and
attachments for the Highway Department and to authorize the
withdrawal of $11,846.85 plus interest from the Highway
Department Tractor and Attachments Capital Reserve Fund
previously established. The remainder of $8,153 to come from the
sale of highway department used equipment. (CIP Article) The
Selectmen recommend this article.
Motion made by: Charity Jacob Seconded by: Earl Chandler
Article 9 passed by show of hands.
Article 10: To see if the Town will vote to change the name of
the Highway Department Bridge Repair and Reconstrtiction Capital
Reserve Fund to the Highway Department Bridge Repair and
Reconstruction Expendable Trust Fund and to vote to appropriate
the sum of $12,900.00 to repair the Olds Road bridge and to
authorize the withdrawal of $12,9000.00 from the Highway
Department Bridge Repair and Reconstruction Expendable Trust Fund
previously established. The Selectmen recommend this article.
(Note: The Selectmen have been informed by the NH Department of
Revenue Administration that the correct title for funds used for
repairs is "expendable trust". Capital Reserve funds are not
used for repairs. Expendable Trusts, just like Capital Reserves,
must have Town Meeting approval before any funds can be
expended.
)
Motion made by: Mary Grenier Seconded by: Richard MacPhee
Article 10 passed unanimously.
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Article 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the siim of $2,000.00 for the purpose of installing
an artesian well at the Highway Department garage. The Selectmen
recommend this article.
Motion made by: Fred Bard Seconded by: Florence Michaels
Article 11 passed unanimously.
Article 12; To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the siom of $4,000.00 for the purpose of constructing
a mechanic's pit in the floor of the Highway Department garage.
The Selectmen do not recommend this article.
Motion made by: Darlene Morse Seconded by: Wayne Groat
During the discussion the Selectmen were asked why they did not
recommend this article. Harry responded that the liabilities
connected with a pit like this are sometimes unreasonable and the
Selectmen feel that they could live without it.
Article 12 was defeated.
Article 13; To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2,500.00 for the purpose' of compensation
for the volunteer firemen. The Selectmen recommend this article.
Motion made by: Phil Howard Seconded by: Peggy Brown
Article passed unanimously.
Article 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,333.00 '^o be added to the Police
Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund previously established. (CIP
Article) The Selectmen recommend this article.
Motion made by: Mark Adams Seconded by: Eric Richter
Article 14 passed almost unanimously.
Article 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $750.00 1^ to be added to the Police
Department Radio Capital Reserve Fund previously established.
(CIP Article)
The Selectmen recommend this article.
Motion made by: Florence Michaels Seconded by: Dan Morse
Passed with 1 dissenting vote
Article 16: To see if the Town will vote to change the name of
the Town Building Repair Capital Reserve Fund to the Town
Building Repair Expendable Trust Fund and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $25,000.00 to be added to the Town
Building Repair Expendable Trust Fund previously established as
the Town Building Repair Capital Reserve Fund. (CIP Article)
The Selectmen recommend this article. (Note: The Selectmen have
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been informed by the NH Dept. of Revenue Administration that the
correct title for funds used for repairs is Expendable Trust.
Capital Reserve Funds are not used for repairs. Expendable Trust
Funds, just like Capital Reserve Funds, must have Town Meeting
approval before any funds can be expended.
)
Motion made by: Richard MacPhee Seconded by: Elizabeth Wirkkala
Harry Stover, Selectman, made a motion to amend the article to
read: To see if the Town will vote to change the names of the
Town Building Repair Capital Reserve Fund and the Town Hall
Renovation Capital Reserve Fund to the Town Building Repair
Expendable Trust Fund and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$25,000 to be added to the Town Building Repair Expendable Trust
Fund as created by this article. (CIP Article) ...
Seconded by Mark Adams
After much discussion Jim Grenier requested that we cease debate.
The motion to cease debate passed.
Motion to amend passed.
Amended article passed with 1 dissenting vote.
Article 17; To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $35,000 to make needed repairs to the Town Meeting House
building and to authorize the withdrawal of this amount from the
Town Building Repair Expendable Trust Fund previously
established. (CIP Article) The Selectmen recommend this
article
.
Motion made by: Mary Grenier Seconded by: Edna Chandler
Ii^ the discussion of the previous Article the Selectman added
that the Town Meeting House and the Town Hall are the same
building. In addition Bill Rodeschin spoke of the necessity of
making major repairs to the structure of the building if we want
to save this building. The Town voted to save this building at
a previous Town Meeting.
Article 17 passed with 1 dissenting vote.
Article 18; To see if the Town will vote to pay the balance due
for the Architectural Study of the Town Buildings, as approved
under Article 7 of the 1997 Town Meeting, out of the Town Hall
Renovation Capital Reserve Fund. Article 7 required that $10,000
be paid out of the Town Hall Building Repair Capital Reserve Fund
and $10,000 out of the Town Hall Renovation Capital Reserve Fund.
The Capital Improvements Program Committee and Board of Selectmen
wish to use $7,215 to pay toward the balance due the architect of
$7,523. (CIP Article) The Selectmen recommend this article.
Motion made by: Emily Fairweather Seconded by: Phyllis Clark
Harry Stover again proposed that we amend this article to read:
To see if the Town will vote to pay the balance due of $7,523.00
for the Architectural Study of the Town Buildings, as approved
under Article 7 of the 1997 Town Meeting, out of the Town
Building Repair Expendable Trust Fund. Article 7 required that
$10,000 be paid out of the Town Hall Building Repair Capital
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Reserve Fund and $10,000 out of the Town Hall Renovation Capital
Reserve Fund (CIP Article) The Selectmen recommend this article.
Mark Adams seconded the motion to amend.
Barbara Richards, Trustee of the Trust Funds, explained that this
Article was amended so that there would be no problem of using
the money from the Trust Fund if it was voted to do so because of
the change of names in the previous articles.
The motion to amend was approved unanimously.
The amended article passed unanimously.
Article 19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $7,000.00 to be added to the Transfer
Station Capital Reserve Fund previously established. (CIP
Article) The Selectmen recommend this article.
Motion made by: Madeleine Ferland Seconded by: Fred Bard
Article 19 passed unanimously
Article 20: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 to be added to the Landfill
Closure Capital Reserve Fund previously established. (CIP
Article) The Selectmen recommend this article.
Motion made by: Edna Chandler Seconded by: Richard MacPhee
Kevin Onella asked if we are just using area as a transfer
station why do we have to spend this money. Harry Stover
responded that someday we will have to close the landfill and it I
is going to take alot of money.
Article 20 passed.
Article 21; To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 to be added to the Cemetery
Capital Reserve Fund previously established. (CIP Article) The
Selectmen recommend this article.
Motion made by: David Diehl Seconded by: Darlene Morse
Article passed unanimously.
Article 22: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $699.00 to assist the Southwestern
Community Services. The Selectmen recommend this article.
Motion made by: Alice Bard Seconded by: Florence Michaels
Article 22 passed unanimously.
Article 23: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to allow a one percent (1%) discount on taxes if paid
in full within ten (10) days of issue.
Motion made by: Helen Webb Seconded by: Florence Michaels
Article 23 passed with two dissenting votes.
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ARTICLE 24
To transact any and all business that may legally come before
said Town Meeting.
John Fabrycky spoke on the fact that in 1997 the Town voted on
Article 5 to read: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to establish or amend fees, as provided in RSA
41:9-a. Such vote shall contine in effect until the next Town
Meeting when the Voters will have the right to approve or rescind
or modify the fees set by the Selectmen.
Mr. Fabrycky continued that since there is no article this year
to act on this article, the Selectmen should make a motion to get
the fees back if they want them.
Selectman Stover made a motion to reintroduce Article 5 of last
year in its original form. Seconded by Charity Gale.
Fees are: Dump fees - ie tires & refrigerator. Police dept fees,
building fees on page 8.
The motion passed.
Mr Rodeschin asked for input from the Town as to how the Town
buildings should be used. How does the TovTn feel about moving
the Town offices to the second floor of the Town Hall. The
proposal is to use the existing Town Office as the Town Library
and the current Library as the Historical Society. Mr. Rodeschin
could not give cost estimates and the Moderator seemed to express
the Town's hesitation in voting on this issue by saying that
witout a cost analysis it is difficult for a population to give a
sense of what they prefer.
The last business to be transacted was introduced by Selectman
Stover. John Williams, Moderator, has accepted a position in
another country and will not be able to continue as Moderator.
The Selectmen wished to present him with a token for his many
years of service. John responded by saying that he has only had
pride and satisfaction in this job because of the Town's
cooperating with his wishes and mutually working together year in
and year out. I will return to Lempster, I will still pay my
taxes and vote by absentee ballot. I leave with fond memories.
You earned the applause as much as I did.
Mark Adams made motion to close poles at 9:50 PM. Earl Chandler
seconded motion. Motion passed.
Horace Cragin made motion to adjourn and John Michaels seconded
the motion. Motion passed. The meeting closed at 9:45 PM.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,
JDOA^i







Executive $45,000.00 $47,542.63 -$2,542.63 105.65%
Elec/RegA/ital Stats $2,545.00 $2,282.78 $262.22 89.70%
Financial Admin. $1,500.00 $1,500.00 100.00%
Legal Expense $2,000.00 $4,243.96 -$2,243.96 212.20%
Employee Benefits $25,000.00 $25,230.39 -$230.39 100.92%
Planning Board $2,500.00 $2,094.57 $405.43 83.78%
General Govem. BIdgs. $8,000.00 $9,648.61 -$1,648.61 120.61%
Appraisal of Property $1,500.00 $1,185.00 $315.00 79.00%
Conservation Com. $650.00 $650.00 100.00%
Cemeteries $7,500.00 $4,696.26 $2,803.74 62.62%
Insurance $16,500.00 $16,274.52 $225.48 98.63%
Contingency $3,000.00 $1,720.00 $1,280.00 57.33%
Police Dept. $26,585.00 $26,203.28 $381.72 98.56%
Ambulance Service $4,500.00 $3,000.00 $1,500.00 66.67%
Fire & Rescue $25,265.00 $25,265.00 100.00%
Building Inspection $1,000.00 $1,175.25 -$175.25 117.53%
Emgcy Mgnt/Forest Fire $1,350.00 $1,199.46 $150.54 88.85%
Highway Department $181,500.00 $181,500.00 100.00%
Street Lights $600.00 $656.41 -$56.41 109.40%
Solid Waste $53,000.00 $57,691.68 -$4,691.68 108.85%
Transfer Sta. Attendants $6,800.00 $7,715.57 -$915.57 113.46%
Health Agencies $3,500.00 $2,846.75 $653.25 81.34%
Direct Assistance $4,000.00 $1,694.05 $2,305.95 42.35%
Sullivan Nutrition $500.00 $500.00 100.00%
Parks & Recreation $500.00 $545.00 -$45.00 109.00%
Library $6,500.00 $6,500.00 100.00%
Patriotic Purposes $800.00 $507.52 $292.48 63.44%
Princ./LT Notes $10,000.00 $10,000.00 100.00%
lnt./LT Notes $347.00 $347.00 100.00%





Art. 9 - Tractor $20,000.00 $20,000.00
Art. 10 - Olds Rd. Bridge $12,900.00 $12,900.00
Art. 11 - Highway Well $2,000.00 $2,000.00
Art. 13 - Firemen Comp. $2,500.00 $2,500.00
Art. 14- Cruiser CR $3,333.00 $3,333.00
Art. 15- Radio CR $750.00 $750.00
Art. 17 - Meeting House Rprs. $35,000.00 $1,770.00 $33,230.00
Art. 18-TwnBldgRprCR $25,000.00 $25,000.00
Art. 19 -Trans. Sta. CR $7,000.00 $7,000.00
Art. 20 - Landfill Closure CR $10,000.00 $10,000.00
Art. 21 - Cemetery CR $10,000.00 $10,000.00
97 CARRY OVERS
Art. 7 - Architect Twn BIdgs.





1998 SUMIAARY OF PAYMENTS
EXECUTIVE
Town Office Salaries:
Hairison E. Stover, Selectman $ 2,500.00
Frederic W. Bard, Selectman 2,500.00
Mary E. Grenier, Selectman 2,500.00
Kenneth Roberts, Treasurer 2,000.00
Barbara Weir, Town Clerk 3,710.29
Phyllis Clark, Tax Collector 5,725.22
Darlene Morse, Admin. Assistant 12,361.97
Total Salaries $31,297.48
Town Officers Expense:
Town Report $ 1,852.14





Registry of Deeds Recording Fees 554.97
Office Supplies 1,709.71
Seminars 530.00
Law Book Updates 443.53
Dog Licenses 98.51
Vital Statistics 663.22
Town Clerk's Computer Maintenance 1,213.00
Employee Drug Testing 50.00













TOTAL ELECTION & REGISTRATION $ 2,282.78
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS:
4,698.47Electricity (all buildings) $
Heat (Town Office) 1,627.34
Telephone (Town Office 86 Transfer
Station) 1,410.90
Boiler Inspections 25.00
Honeywell Alarm System (garage) 163.50
Furnace Repairs 110.44
Septic System (Garage) 761.51
Extinguisher Inspection 10.00
Miscellaneous Repairs 514.86
TOTAL GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS $ 9,648.61
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION:
Auditor $ 1,500.00
TOTAL FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION $ 1,500.00
Mitchell & Bates Town Counsel $ 4,243.96





NH Retirement System 2,610.55
TOTAL EMPLOYEE BENEFITS $ 25,230.39
PLANNING BOARD :
Salaries $ 890.00




TOTAL PLANNING BOARD $ 2,094.57
APPRAISAL OF PROPERTY :
Cole-Layer-Trumble $ 1,185.00
TOTAL APPRAISAL OF PROPERTY $ 1,185.00
CONSgRVATION COMMISSION :
Appropriation $ 650.00










TOTAL INSURANCE $ 16,274.52
CONTINOJPNCY :
WeU Highway Garage $ 1,020.00
Arnold Law Suit 450.00
Grange Land Town Meeting House 250.00

















Animal Control Boarding 140.00
TOTAL POLICE DEPARTMENT $26,203.28
Marlow Ambulance Service $ 3,000.00
TOTAL AMBULANCE SERVICE $ 3,000.00
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FIRE AND RESCUE :
Lempster Fire Department $ 2 1 , 105 .00
Lempster Rescue Squad 4,160.00
TOTAL FIRE AND RESCUE $25,265.00
BUILDING INSPECTION :
Philip Ttrrell, Building Inspector $ 1,175.25
TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTION $ 1,175.25

















Road Materials/ Salt/Calcium 14,712.74








L.E. Weed & Son 3,511.09
LaValley Building Supply 62.10
Cedric Willey 105.00
Steve Fellows 768.00
NH Bituminous Co. 8,830.00
Fulton's 11,120.84
TOTAL HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT $181,500.00
FEBIA ICE STORM FUNDS ($15,485.00)
Salaries $ 1,493.20
Lempster Fire/Forest Fire 34.50
Goshen Store 122.74
Ekiuipment & Repairs 5,786.61







SCHOOL & CEMETERY FUNDS ($650.00)
Materials $ 650.00
STREET LIGHTS
NH Electric Cooperative $ 656.41
TOTAL STREET LIGHTS $ 656.41
SOUP WA$TE :
Property Lease $ 450.00
Chemical Toilet 547.00
Equipment Maintenance (repairs




Jolly Farmer Products $ 4,889.00
Gobin's Disposal 18,624.89
NH/VT Solid Waste District 27,725.83
Tire Removal 2,063.50
Decals 49.52




Salaries - H ighway 1,060.80
TOTAL SOLID WASTE $ 57,691.68
TRANSFER STATION ATTENDANTS :
Salaries $ 7,715.57
TOTAL TRANSFER STATION ATTENDANTS $ 7,715.57
HRAI/TH AOBIfCIES :
Lake Sunapee Regional Visiting
Nurse $ 1,991.25
Sullivan County Hospice 250.00
Employees Physicals 135.50
Salary Health Officer 300.00
Water Testing 170.00
TOTAL HEALTH AGENCIES $ 2,846.75
Salary $ 375.00
Assistance Rendered 1,319.05
TOTAL DIRECT ASSISTANCE $ 1,694.05
SULLIVAN NUTRITION :
Newport Senior Citizens Center $ 500.00
TOTAL SULLIVAN NUTRITION $ 500.00
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PARKS AND RECREATION :
Salaries $ 445.00
Dam Registration 100.00
TOTAL PARKS AND RECREATION $ 545.00
MPRAJRY :
Miner Memorial Library $ 3,059.50
Librarian's Salary 3,440.50
TOTAL LIBRARY $ 6,500.00
PARIOTIC PURPOSES/SPECIAL EVENTS :
Flags $ 195.00
Old Home Day 312.52
TOTAL PATRIOTIC PURPOSES/SPECIAL EVENTS $ 507.52
PRINCIFAL/LOWQ TERM WOTRg :
Fire Truck FHA Payment $ 10,000.00
TOTAL PRINCIPAL/LONG TERM NOTES $ 10,000.00
IWTE?RgST/LOWQ TRRM WOTBS :
Fire Truck FHA Payment $ 347.00
TOTAL INTEREST/LONG TERM NOTES $ 347.00




Art. 9 - Tractor $ 20,000.00
Art. 10- Olds Rd. Bridge 12,900.00
Art. 11- Highway Well 2,000.00
Art. 13- Firemen's Comp. 2,500.00
Art. 14- Cruiser Cap. Res. 3,333.00
Art. 15- Radio Cap. Res. 750.00
Art. 17- Meeting House Rprs. 1,770.00*
Art. 18- Town Bldg. Cap. Res. 25,000.00
Art. 19- Trans. Sta. Cap. Res. 7,000.00
Art. 20- Landfill Cap. Res. 10,000.00
Art. 21- Cemetery Cap. Res. 10,000.00
TOTAL CAPITAL OUTLAY: $ 95,253.00
X997 CARRY OVKRS :
Art. 7- Architect Twn. Bldgs. $9,522.94
Art. 23- Emergency Mgnt. 285.99
TOTAL CARRY OVERS $ 9,808.93
TOTAL gyPQgT gXyCTPITyR|g3; $ 549,477.62
(NOTE: At a meeting held December 16, 1998 the Selectmen voted to cany over to 1999 the unexpended balance of this
article - $33,230.00)
OTHER PAYMENTS
PAYMENTS TO SCHOOL: Goshen-Lempster District #7
1
$ 893,573. 16
PAYMENTS TO COUNTY; Treasurer, Sullivan County $ 129,447.00
TAX UgWS POVQHT: $ 74,918.18
MISCELLANEOUS :
FEMA Funds Expended $ 15,068. 14
School/Cemetery Funds $ 650.00
Refunds $ 4,113.86
Repayment of Forest Fund Loan $ 56,083.9
1
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OP VALUATION
Tax Year 1998
VALUE OF LAND:
CURRENT USE LAND $ 832,700
RESIDENTIAL 13,775,100
COMMERCIAL 296,850





TOTAL TAXABLE BUILDINGS $ 27,029,350
TOTAL PUBLIC UTILITIES $ 1,470,250
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1998
DESCRIPTION ESTIMATED VALUE
Town Hall/Land & Building
Furniture & Equipment





Highway Garage/Land 8& Building
Furniture & Equipment
Highway Department Ekjuipment
Fire Station/Land & Building
Cemetery
Parks &Commons (Long Pond Beach)
Other Lands (Long Pond lots, Town forests,





















1998 TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
Year Ending October 30, 1998
Receipts:
Vehicle Registrations $ 77,567.50







Insufficient Funds Charge 50.00
Fees for Filing for Office 8.00
Fees for Vital Statistic Copies 38.00
Municipal Agent Fees 2,3 19.50
Miscellaneous 55.00






MONTH'S OF NOVEMBER & DECEMBER 1998
Receipts:
I
Vehicle Registrations $ 14,771.50






Fees for Vital Statistic Copies 10.00
Municipal Agent Fees 444.00






TOWN CLERK'S COMBINED REPORT
Year Ending December 31, 1998
Receipts:
Vehicle Registrations $ 92,339,00







Insufficient Funds Charge 50.00
Filing Fees 8.00
Fees for Vital Statistics Copies 48.00
Municipal Agent Fees 2,763.50
Miscellaneous 55.00
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1998 TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT

































1998 TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
































TOTAL CREDITS $1,317,781.83 $ 164,764.90
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1998 TAX COLLBCTOR'S REPORT
Year Ending December 31, 1998
DEBITS
1998 1996 1995 1994
Unredeemed Liens -
Beginning of Year $58,067.97 $30,787.60 $373.08
Liens Executed During Year $74,9 18.18
Int. & Costs Collected
After Lien Excution (Int) 1,432.38 8,027.30 9,320.84
(Cost) 391.00 482.00 535.00




Redemptions $25,390.20 $35,877.78 $29,949.27
Int. & Costs Collected
After Lien Excution (Int) 1,432.38 8,027.30 9,320.87
(Cost) 391.00 482.00 535.00
Liens Deeded to
Municipality 486.35 522.51 432.82
Unredeemed Liens Bal.
End of Year 49,041.63 21,667.68 405.51 373.08
TOTAL CREDITS $76,741.56 $66,577.27 $40,643.44 $373.08
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1998 TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT





















Income: Tax Collector $1,418,590.31
Town Clerk 1/1 - 10/30 83,359.00
11/1 -12/31 15,350.00
98,709.00
State ofNH - Hwy Block Grant 64,935.19
Revenue Dist. 22,623.82
" Room and Meals 15,227.05
" Forest Lands 550.54





From Departments - Police 412.72
Highway 1,905.00
Planning Board 349.18
Trustees of Trusts 3,074.87
" Town Forest Acct 60,000.00
Sale ofDump Materials 37.00






Current Use Application Fees 20.00
Rent Long Pond 3,153.00
Sale ofTown Land 11,019.53
Pistol Peimits 140.00
Occupancy Permits 25.00










"Borrowed" by Town - 60,000.00
"Repaid" by Town + 56,083.91










TO: Selectmen, Town of Lempster
FROM: Don Allen, Auditor
SUBJECT: Audit of 1998 Town Accounts
I have examined the various town money accounts and verified that all
monies collected by the tax collector, town clerk and the treasurer have been
deposited in the Town Bank Account at the Lake Sunapee Bank. I have
reviewed the m.any town checks and matched them with the accompanying
invoices. No irregularities were detected.
The many accounts of the Trustees of the Trusts, which include the
Cemetery Trusts as well as the Capital Reserve Accounts, were reviewed and
it is noted that with the exception of funds which are still held in Bank CDs
the funds are held in the state wide investment pool which provides a
significantly better return than current bank accounts or CDs. It was noted
that funds appropriated by the Town were properly transferred to the Trust
and the various Capital Reserve Accounts and that funds in the Trusts or
Capital Reserve Accounts that were appropriated by the Town were
transferred for those purposes as authorized.
Other accounts examined include the Town Library, the Volunteer Fire
Department and the Volunteer Rescue Squad. Money appropriated for their
use was properly deposited in their accounts and all of their expenses
appear to be appropriate. Bank statements all balanced with the various
ledgers.
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Two glaring deficiencies are still present in the Town Accounts:
1. Two computers, one used to dispense checks used by the Selectmen, and
a second one, on a different computer and software, is used by the
Treasurer to record deposits. This is as though you were to put your
deposits and checks in different checkbooks. The result of this totally
unsatisfactory and accounting disaster is that the Town does not know on
a day to day or monthly basis the Town account balance. Further,
reconciliation with the bank statements is difficult and next to impossible
to audit.
2. There is a timely transfer of funds from the Tax Collector and the Town
Clerk to the Treasurer, but there can be a two week or more delay in deposit
of these funds into the Bank Account. This has resulted in substantial
overdrafts, particularly in high tax collection months such as June and July
and December and January.
It is mandatory that the Town Accounts be kept in one computer ledger
system and that the bank statements be reconciled every month. This
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February 5 Martin Edson 186 Keyes Hollow Rd. $ 10.58
April 27 Scott Contois 210 Allen Road $ 10.00
April 30 Ken Whittett Mountain View Drive $ 13.25
May 13 Glen Contois 216 Allen Road $ 47.40
May 13 William McKone 590 Mountain Rd. $ 10.00
May 13 D. Foumier Route 10 $ 208.10
July 14 Fred Bard 25 Linden Lane $ 51.80
July 23 W. Patterson 26 Stage Road $ 25.00
August 5 Shawn Howard 104 Benway Hill Rd. $ 33.40
August 5 Clarke Eveleth 275 Mountain Rd. $ 30.04
August 5 Frank Ferrucci 27 North Shore Rd. $ 32.00
August 5 R. Nikas Lovejoy Road $ 25.00
August 17 Linda Byington 508 Mountain Rd. $ 25.00
August 17 G. Stetson 232 Grandview Rd. $ 47.56
August 17 E. Straeter 169 Allen Road $ 25.00
August 2
1
G. Bezanson 192 Charlestown Tnpk $ 34.60
September 25 Ted Ayotte Olds Road $ 14.80
September 28 B. McCnllough 356 Lempster St. $ 45.80
October 6 Philip Tirrell 699 Dodge Hollow Rd. $ 53.80
October 6 Keith Fulton 768 Rte. 10 $ 121.00
October 6 Eugene Call 8 Olds Road $ 25.00
October 15 C. Easterly 75 Mountain Road $ 63.00
November 2 Simino 141 Keyes HoUow Rd. $ 40.00
November 9 George Peck 34 Grandview Rd. $ 41.60
November 24 Robert Simino 353 Lempster St. $ 105.00
December 10 Delia Fulton 766 Rte. 10 $ 36.52
TOTAL REVENUE FROM PERMITS $1,175.25
Philip J. Tirrell, Sr.
BUILDING INSPECTOR
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1998 LEMPSTBR HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT REPORT
1998 begjsai with a devastating ice storm to the Lempster Mountain section of town.
Downed wires, trees that had fallen and were still falling made the job of keeping the
roads open more difficult than usual. With the assistance of the Lempster Pire
Department, Forest Ptre Service personnel and Police Department the roads were
made passable for emergency^ services, electrical and telephone service trucks. TTie
assistance from these departments was greatly appreciated.
In the spring we received $15,485 in FEMA (Federal Emergency Management
Assistance) funds for damages received during the ice storm. These funds were used
for clean up of remaining debris, additional sand, salt, labor and ecpjipment time.
Receiving the funds required attendance at meetings with State and Federal officials
to fUe necessary ^pUcations, along with doing the actual clean up.
During the month ofMarch the weather warmed up enough to do some work at the
town pit. With the assistance of United Construction we screened 3,000 yards of
sand for the 1998-1999 winter season and crushed 3,000 37ards of gravel for up
coming summer projects.
The unseasonable warm weather also worked against us creating an early mud
season requiring the purchase of crushed stone (a product more dense than the
materials crushed at the pit) fiiom L.E. Weed and Son to improve some of the problem
areas.
As part of the Mghway Department spring maintenance aU dump bodies and snow
plow equipment received any necessary welding, general repairs and fresh coats of
paint to prolong their Ufe. Repairs and unprovements are done to our trucks and
heavy equipment throughout the year.
Summer maintenance projects including replacing culverts, applying 3,000 yards of
gravel (crushed in the spring) along with 1,500 yards of screened gravel to several
sections of town roads. To hold the gravel, prevent potholes and to control dust, 10
tons ofcalcium was used.
Olds Road received a different type of dust control material. Sears Company of
RQme,NY wanted to demonstrate one of their new products ^Ailich was ^pHed to the
road at no cost to the town.
Two hundred twenty five tons ofhot mix and 22 tons of cold mix was used on several
sections ofblacktop roads for shimming and patching. 2 V2 rtdles of Grandview Road
were sand oil sealed to help prevent deterioration.
Safety and road maintenance classes sponsored by the town's insurer NH Municipal
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Association, Worker Compensation Funds and the University of NH were attended
by department personnel.
Roadside mowers were rented from Owens rental of Claremont. A hi-arm mower
rented from Knox Land E^quipment, Weare, NH was very useful dealing with the fall
down and hung up limbs from the January ice storm.
rXiring the winter season approximately 336 tons of salt and 4,000 yards of sand
were used. General maintenance along with any necessary equipment and truck
repairs were made as needed.
As voted on at Town Meeting by special article the Highway Department replaced
the Olds Road bridge, this improved a heavily used bridge. Design and construction
was done by the Highway Department. During the two weeks of construction
residents of the area were allowed to use a temporary road through Fulton's gravel
pit.
Another special article voted in was to have an artesian well drilled at the town
garage. Lucas and Son of Newport drilled 220 feet - we now have 22 gpm.
The thfrd special article approved by voters was to purchase a loader tractor for
$20,000. This enabled the Lempster Highway Dejjartment to benefit from a once
in a life time deal. An Air Force sixrplus 1988 Dresser, 4 yard loader with 187
hours on the meter, in excellent condition , was purchased for $20,000. This
tractor sold new for over $165,000 and today it is still worth well over $100,000.
To complete the special article a 1976 Dodge pick up and 1965 Michigan Loader
were sold to the highest bidders.
At the request of the Selectmen, the Highway Department extended the ramps at
the Transfer Station to accommodate better unloading and removal of containers,
along with a general clean-up of the area and removal of the scrap metal pHe.
The Highway Department assisted in the search for additional grave sites for the
town. Test pits were dug to check for suitable soil conditions at three different
locations.
In December to comply with Federal regulations, the Selectmen requested the
Highway Department to remove an underground fuel tank at the Lempster Town
Hall.
I would Uke to take this opportunity to thank all town departments \a^o assisted us
in the past year. I would also Uke to thank the Lempster taxpayers for their




BELOW WAS TAKEN FROM A PUBLICATION PUT OUT BY THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE AGENCIES FOR SURPLUS PROPERTY
New
Hampshire
New Hampshire was very pleased to have received
this 1988 Dresser 540 Scoop Loader from
Molesworth, England. This piece of ecjuipment
had only 1 78 hours on the meter and the paint on
the bucket was not even worn off.
The town of Lempster is a small community in
the southwestern part of our state. Prior to re-
ceiving this loader their only means of loading
trucks and working in their gravel pit was a very
old straight frame loader and a small loader-back-
hoe. This machine will save them many dollars





1998 RBPORT OF TH£ LEMPSTER FIRE CHIEF
I was sitting at my kitchen table drinking a coffee, when the Lempster
Highway Department called our dispatch to have the Fire Department assist
with the clearing of som.e roads on Lempster Mountain. As I looked out my
window, all I could see was a dreary winter day with no indication why the
Fire Department would need to be pressed into service. I responded to meet
with the Highway Department and try to determine what we could do to
assist them. I was not prepared to witness the devastation that had occurred
due to extreme icing in the upper elevations of our town. It was as if I was
transported into a battle zone, where roads were entirely blocked by
hundreds of trees that had fallen down. It was the most intense feeling to be
standing in a roadway and have trees falling down all around you. The Fire
Department and Rescue Squad personnel would spend the next several
hundred hours assisting the Highway Department with the clearing of the
roads on the Mountain, at Long Pond and Sand Pond. The state requested
help in the clearing of roads and this brought volunteers from several other
communities to help with the project. These out of town crews were used
primarily in the Sand Pond area. The effect of this devastating storm has not
been fuUy realized yet. Thousands of trees have been dameiged by the storm.
The j5re load in the woodlands, due to broken tree tops and limbs, has greatly
increased. The other problem is the blocked wood roads, that no longer allow
for easy access to many remtote areas. NH had not had a major forest fire
threat since the late forties, but due to the current conditions in the
woodlands, a small brush fire could easily spread rapidly throughout our
forests.
Lempster has numbered all homes and the 911 system is in its final phase
in town. At the time of this writing, Nynex is receiving the upload of all
peoples locatable addresses. It is your responsibility to place a house
number in a conspicuous location. The fire, rescue and ambulance cannot
always quickly find you if they do not have a location number visible from the
roadside. Please use leirge numbers and be sure they are visible at night as
well as during the day. In order for us to quickly locate your home in an
emergency, please make an effort to do this.
The Fire Department is asking the towns people to support the purchase of
a new tanker truck. Our current tanker is 26 years old. The cab and chassis
were retired from the Bow, NH Fire Department ten years ago. We have
managed to get several more years of service out of it. The 2000 gallon tank,
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that is on the chassis, was purchased from the Meadowood Fire Department
several years ago. This steel tank is 40 years old and finding new places to
leak during every cadi. We have had several brake and mechanical failures
with this truck this year. Repairs are a constant issue, and we feel that the
vehicle is due for replacement before the truck is no longer serviceable or an
accident occurs.
Our department has spent many hours at incidents this year. Calls for the
Multi Gas Detector are on a rise. This is an indication that more people have
purchased Carbon Monoxide Detectors for their homes. 1996 State fire code
requires all new homes to have hardwired smoke detectors. The Fire
Department encourages all homes to have smoke detectors. They can be
purchased very cheaply and are one more tool in the preservation of your
families Uves. Early fire detection and no delay in fire reporting is your best
chance for survival and property conservation.
The Lempster Fire Department has become part of the World Wide Web with
the posting of our own web site. It can most easily be reached as a Unk on
the tirreU@tirrell.com site. The department also has E-mail available at our
site. Currently you can access personnel, pictures of apparatus, pictures of
fires and fire department art. Please take the time to have a look and tell us
what you think.
The Fire Departmient is currently seeking men and women interested in
helping protect the lives and property ofyour friends and neighbors. The frre
service can be a very interesting and rewarding experience. There is always
a position that can be filled by you. You can fill a gap that no one else may
be able to fill. Come join your fire department and make a difference.
I would like to thank the members of the department for their hard work and
dedication. The officers need a special thanks for the additional work that
they do, keeping all apparatus up to par and the facility operating efficiently.
Through the many changes that IVe witnessed in my 27 years on the Fire
Department, the one thing that remains a constant is the members
commtitment to help the town. Thank you, to the Selectmen for your trust
and support. To the townspeople, it is your generosity, gratitude and
continued support that allows us to continue to give the service you deserve.






The Newport Police Department (Lempster's dispatch service) recorded 555
CSR^s (complaint service reports) for the Lempster Police Department. Each
year it is getting increasingly more difficult to give you a break down of all































































I am sorry to report that once again the department is down to two officers.
Because of conflicting schedules, officer Lynn Lagasse has resigned. The ever
increasingly demand on her police officer duties was effecting her studies to
become a registered nurse. In addition to her evening studies, she is also
filling the shoes of the town's health officer as well as the town's welfare
officer. As if this was not enough, she also has her own business as a
computer consultant. I completely understand her position and I applaud her
efforts and wish her success.
As with all emergency service, many hours are put into continuing education
training. This year Corporal Moore and myself completed the baton PR 24
training. This was a sixteen hour course and is designed for defensive tactics.
We also took courses in Domestic Violence and Juvenile Law updates. Officer
Lagasse 's certification coixrse was one hundred hours. Other required
courses we attended were Firearms Qualffication (range) and a four hour
classroom on the use of deadly and non deadly force.
Cruiser:
As difficult as it is to believe, five years have past and the cruiser is now five
years old. It has served us well but as I have mentioned at past town
meetings, I would Uke to rotate this vehicle every five years to always ensure
a quality vehicle. The argument that there is nothing wrong with this vehicle
is a justified argument however, the idea of a capital improvements program
is to be able to plan expenses. I feel that with a five year program we will be
able to trade in a vehicle with some worth and combined with the money we
have put into the capital improvements program, we should be able to
purchase a new vehicle at a very reasonable price.
At this time our cruiser is a 1994 Bronco with 34,000 miles and is in
excellent shape. Its book value is $16,400 . I have priced two different
vehicles from local area dealers. The following is what they have offered.
Paul 86 Sons Ford
1999 Ford Expedition $ 28,953.00
Howe Motors
1999 Chevy Tahoe $ 29,662.00
We can own a new vehicle by:
Price of new vehicle $28,953.00
Withdraw from the C.I. P. account - 10,797.00
Sale of present cruiser 14.000.00
Total to be raised by taxation $ 4,156.00
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This figure is based on an estimate and will go either up or down depending
one the actual sale price of our present cruiser.
At the time of this report, the cruiser has been put out for bid. Once the bids
have been received, I will be able to report the exact numbers and will amend
these numbers once article #8 has reached the floor at town m.eeting.
For those of you who have been around long enough to remember the
condition the town's equipment was in years ago, I think you will agree that
the capital improvements program has accomplished exactly what we had
hoped for. We now have a schedule for upkeep of our equipment and can
plan for replacement. I strongly support the program and hope everyone can
see how valuable this program is. I thank every member of the committee for
their tireless dedication.
I would also Uke to take this opportunity to emphasize how important it is to
number your residences. With the new 9-1-1 system in place, it makes it
time consuming and difficult to find a residence that has not been numbered.
Numbering your residence with large numbers that can be seen from^ either
direction will aid all emergency service workers in their attempt to provide
you with fast and efficient service. Yovtr compliance will be greatly
appreciated.
In closing I would like to thank everyone who have supported this
department in our efforts to provide a fair and professional service with a





1998 REPORT OF THE LEMPSTER RESCUE SQUAD
The Lempster Rescue Squad responded to 57 calls this year. We treated 59
patients. The break down of calls is as follows:
Medical 17















The Lempster Rescue responded to 42 of these calls in Lempster, 11 in
Marlow, 1 in Stoddard, 1 in Unity, 1 in Acworth and 1 in Gilsum. I am
proud of the work our men and women have put forth in their efforts to
provide emergency care to the townspeople and surrounding towns. I feel
we are one of the best rescues in the area and have an excellent working
relationship with Mutual Aid. I especially would like to thank the Marlow
Ambulance for transporting our patients with no cost to them. I thank all
of the members of the rescue for putting in so much time on calls, training
and meetings. You should be proud of what you do. A special thank you to
the townspeople for your support.
I remind all residents to number your houses so all emergency personnel
can respond in a timely manner. All houses should have numbers visible
from the street so vehicles coming from either direction can find the house.




1998 CONSERVATION COBOflSSION REPORT
The year 1998 started with a full roster, with two alternates. The
Conservation Commission has been working on the transfer of land with the
John Wright Estate. It has been going very slow.
We had individuals cleanup some of the roads. It is a constant on-going
project.
We sent one child to Conservation Commission Camp last summer. It was
Michael Ash, age 14, from Hurd Pond Road.
We have reviewed many Intent to Cut applications. We also looked at some
of the lots that are being cut. We have checked on on-going projects in the
town.
We also participated in Cold River Protection Association.
We had members go to the annual meeting of the NH Conservation
Commissions.
We checked on wetland violation reports.
The members of the Conservation Commission are: Gilbert Pinkney,
Chairman, Emily Fairweather, Milton Marsh, Roger Ferland, James Darrow,





1998 MINER MEMORIAL LIBRARY REPORT
1998 passed with the occurrence of several events pivotal to the future of the
Miner Memorial Library. With the departixre of both the High View Church
community and long-time librarian Emily Fairweather, the Library Trustees
have had their hands fiill with plans and preparations for the Librciry's
future.
With the loss of a few faithful readers, many of whom were members of the
High View Church Feirm, the Trustees have realized the need for renewing
efforts to expend readership. We are currently working very hard this year
to re-assess and fulfill the needs of the altered readership base.
Also, in November our Librarian of 16 years, Emily Fairweather, retired from
all official library duties. Emily's many years of service are marked by
outstanding and selfless service. Her talents, time and devotion to the town
in this capacity wiU always be greatly appreciated. In fact, many attended
the party thrown by both the Friends and Trustees of the Library, where
Emily was presented with a vase; a beautiful, yet meager expression of our
gratitude for her service.
With the loss of Emily, the Trustees set about the task of finding a new
Librarian. To our great joy Riki LeClair, £tn exceptionally qualified local
resident, accepted the position. Riki brings to the position many years of
experience and a desire to aid in the expansion of the Library's readership
base.
Through the not inconsiderable efforts of both Emily and Riki, the Library
has managed to add almost 200 new titles to circulation this year, with 18
new videos rounding out the expanding Ust of multi-media sources available.
It is largely due to visits to the Five College Book Sale, and numerous visits
to other book and yard sales that so m.any of these new books were
purchased a low cost. Such purchases have provided us with a good
selection of current titles.
As always, the Library was happy to participate in the Old Home festivities
by offering books for sale and light refreshment after Sunday Church
services. Refreshments were provided by the Friends of the Library.
The Trustees express their many thanks to all of the Volunteers who aided
the Library immeasurably in 1998.
Christian Stetson
Co-Chair
LIBRARY BOARD OF TRUSTEES
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1998 CEBfETERY TRUSTEES REPORT
The Trustees would like to express their thanks to Bill and Carol Coolbeth
for the wonderful job they have done in clean-up and mowing of our
cemetery. This past fall Bill Coolbeth and Ken Smith were hired to put up
a chain link fence on the west side of the cemetery and repair the north side
fence. Our thanks to them for this.
For the past two years, we have been actively pursuing a location for a new
cemetery. We have looked at the town owned property and contacted people
whom you have suggested might have usable property. We have two pieces
of property that we felt would be usable and recommended to the Selectmen
that they consider the purchase of one of these parcels. We have had very
few burials these past two years, but we do not feel it would be wise to hold
off on purchasing land because it will not be easy to find a usable spot later.
We appreciate the willingness and help that Road Agent Phil Howard has





1998 LEMPSTER PLANNING BOARD REPORT
The Planning Board had a relatively calm year as far as subdivision activity
was concerned. There were 4 minor subdivisions in all. The George and
Sarah Eversfield 2 lot subdivision on Blueberry Lane was approved in
January. The O'Grady/Castellano subdivision/annexation on Mountain
Road was approved in October. The Henry Frank 3 lot subdivision on
Waldron Road was approved in August and the Steve and Carolyn Fellows
2 lot subdivision on Grandview Road was approved in December.
In May the Board received, with regret, the resignation of John Fabrycky.
We wish to thank John for his years of service and helpful participation.
The board began the process of updating the Subdivision Regulations as
well as designing and implementing the state-mandated excavation
regulations. This process will be concluded in 1999.
The CIP has finally reached a plateau. The articles that are recommended
for 1999 are largely a continuation or maintaining of previously approved
projects. We are pleased that through this process the town is able to
effectively manage its annual expenses while providing for growth and
change.
Included is a report by Bill Rodeschin, Chairman of the Building Needs
Committee. Also included are the conceptual sketches for the renovation
of the Town Hall in Lempster. In addition to the restoration of the building,
the plan provides for the town offices to move into an annex as well as the
2nd floor of the building.
The Board meets on the 2nd Monday of each month at 7 PM in the town






Lempster Building Needs and Revitalization Committee
Chairman: William G. Rodeschin
December 29, 1998
Dear Folks,
I have drafted a brief report to the Board of Selectman and the Planning Board
detailing the work this committee has done since its inception. I believe we have seen
positive results fi"om our efforts and hope there is a general consensus to that view. I
believe it is time to engage the town to move to a new level of commitment to its physical
and cultural assets. I have spent most of my adult life centered on what is measurable and
usable. I have come to view most things as though they were giant machines, individual
parts working in harmony, yet many times more interesting and dynamic in their
individual personas. This may work well for problem solving, creating lineal patterns in
often chaotic order, but it is not well suited to the human side of nature; building
consensus, or finding culture in wood and plaster. I know how to put the buildings back
together but I don't know how to create a will to do it. I can tell you how to make these
buildings live, but I can't give them life. Like my giant machine, a community is a sum of
its parts, each part having its own talent, ability, desire. My desire was to give the Town
buildings that met reasonable standards of utility and safety for its employees, as in the
Tovvn Garage. To give a sense of pride in a well preserved example of our architectural
heritage personified by our Town Hall, a building that has traveled through time, a
building that was built only five years after the ratification of the American Constitution,
only three years after adoption of the Bill of Rights. What is needed now is the talents and
desires of others, people who can see the face of humanity in the backbone of two by
fours and stone. I am afraid that is more than I can give.
Though this report is written for the Selectman and Planning Board, I am offering
it for review to the people that ultimately are the final authority; the residents of Lempster.





Chairman: Lempster Building Needs And Revitalization Committee
A report to:
The Lempster Board of Selectman, Lempster Planning Board.
December 29, 1998
With January 1 999 only days away, nearly four and one half years have passed
since this committee started actively working on behalf the Town of Lempster, its goal, to
investigate the restoration, upkeep and construction/replacement of town buildings.'
Within the content of this report I will include a brief history of the founding of the
committee as well as list its accomplishments, report on projects currently in process and
projects proposed for the fiiture. 1 would also like to make recommendations to the town
suggesting how future projects might be handled ensuring a continuing high level of
upkeep and maintenance that will present the buildings to future generations in a high state
of repair.
A Brief History
This committee was formed on July 11, 1994 as a result of growing controversy
surrounding the condition of the Town Hall. A report to the Planning Board suggested
that the Town Hall "was in such bad repair that it should be condemned".^ During this
period of controversy the Planning Board was also entertaining proposals to build a new
Highway Garage. With building needs requiring to much time and money this was no time
for quick decisions, all discussions were tabled pending a review of the Master Plan and
its recomendations, as well as setting a priority for future needs. Because of the scale of
needs and the resulting expenditures of money, we felt it necessary to hold a public
meeting, explain the situation to, as well as receive input from the town, this was done on
August 29, 1994 at the Town HalL^The sense of the meeting set the priority, the general
consensus was to start by building the new Town Garage, the remaining buildings to be
studied and repaired at a later date. The building committee would begin to meet on
regular basis, its members including R. Mark Adams, John Fabrycky, Phil Howard and
myself Deborah Stone would later join as discussions began to center on the Town Hall.
Sketches of the proposed garage were presented to the plamiing board at the November
14, 1994 meeting and to the selectman at their November 16, 1994 meeting.'' The
selectman agreed to give me full authority to act on their behalf, to do any research and
obtain any necessary information, and to report directly to the board.'' By May 17, 1995
the committee had agreed on a design for the new garage , the proposal was drafted, and
the Board of Selectman advertised for bids, due July 7, 1995.*^
A note here on the realities of working in committee. From the original
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design to the final constmction of the building^ compromise was the
watchword. At no time was any one involved with the project able to lobby to the total
exclusion of someone else's ideas. Due to cost, commonsense, and sometime
disagreement over what the building should be, we got what we got. Not altogether what
it could have been but a totally acceptable alternative to what we had. After some false
starts the garage was up and running by the summer of 1996.
As a result of this experience 1 came to view design by committee as frought with
danger and difficulty and with the Town Hall and Town Office next on the agenda
decided, along with the committee, a different tact was needed. The first thing we needed
to do was to prove or disprove the theory that the Town Hall was in dangerous condition,
requiring its demolition. We felt the answer to this question was larger than us and a
proper solution could best be gained by seeking professional help. At our July 9, 1996
committee meeting we agreed to this plan, and on August 13 1 sent letters to six
architectural firms recommended by the New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources
that specialized in building conservation and historical arcliitecture. Of the six, four
replied and only one Christopher P. Williams, Architect, expressed an interest in the
project. With a proposal from Christopher P. Williams in hand we requested fijnds from
the town at the March 1 997 town meeting to conduct an evaluation of building space
needs, code problems, and structural problems for the Town Office and Town Hall.
Winning that approval, by November 1997 the early drafts fi"om Christopher P. Williams,
Architects were beginning to arrive. We received a report from an Architectural
Preservation Consultant detailing the unique features of these two buildings, making
recommendations as to what should be saved and what could be discarded. The report
from the structural engineer was of course the pivotal study, the results of that report
would decide forever the controversy; is the building safe and usable or is it in such a
condition to put life in jeopardy, requiring its demolition? Well, depending on your
position the news was either good or bad. The structural analysis found several
deficiencies, some requiring attention sooner then later, but overall found both buildings
in remarkably good health. There was no danger of either building injuring anyone but we
were cautioned until the recommended repairs were made not to use the buildings any
differently than they are currently being used.^ We also received a report detailing the
space needs requirement for any future renovation of town office space. This will be the
big one, requiring a large expenditure of money. But I think it 's due, the town needs to
take a serious look at this and start actively putting this into future plans and budgets.
That is the history to date.
Where are we now?
At the March 1998 town meeting I asked for and received money to act on the
recommendations of the structural engineer and repair those immediate need items.
Working with Christopher P. Williams, Architects, the structural repairs are being
designed and I hope to have them in place soon. What I have learned over the last four
years is that soon is a relative term, things don't always fall into place as quickly as you
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hope. We were waiting for a site plan for the Town Hall and there is a need to
acquire the Grange land behind the Town Hall in order to determine future location for
septic and parking as well as doing the much needed drainage work around the building.
I have recommended to the selectman that painting the Town Hall is in order for
1999, and request for bids have been advertised so a proper proposal can be made at town
meeting.
When the structural issues are resolved ajid a fresh coat of paint adorns the
building the Town of Lempster should take pride in this very old building. But this does
not end the story, the possibilities for the fijture are interesting, however the key is not
to allow this or any town building to fall into disrepair and like any home they require
constant maintenance and upkeep, at tliis ,1 think, every effort must be made not to falter.
The Future
There is much to do and an endless requirement for the fliture. In the early days of
this committee there was much participation, and enough bodies to spread the work
around. As time progressed every one had life changes, other priorities or simply lost
interest. Today, all that remains of this committee is me. Though I have enjoyed doing it
and especially enjoyed the results of the work I too now wish to pursue other interest. 1
have invested much of my time and some of my money to see this thing through, so I
don't want to see any fixture work fall through the cracks of inattention, but I am no
longer willing to play as central a role in that progress. When the committee was meeting
regularly one of the suggestions we worked on was the creation of a Building Needs
Trusteeship. A group of people drawn from the town that would be willing to meet,
review the condition of ALL the buildings held in trust by the community and make
recommendations for maintenance and repair. If we don't do this or something similar
we will never commit to the proper needs of the buildings. Aristotle said people care most
for what they own or posses. I think this is evident in the slow decline of our publicly
owned property. No one owns them so no one has been responsible to maintain them.
We are currently running much of the repairs through Warrant Articles at town
meetings. Considering the scope of work currently being done this has probably been a
good idea, however, I believe much of the fiiture maintenance and upkeep should be
passed through General Town Operations. I believed it is ill conceived to run building
maintenance through the Capital Improvement Program when these rightly fall under the
heading of General Government. We need to start budgeting a reasonable sum of money
for upkeep and repair and 1 believe a Building Needs Trusteeship can help establish a
reasonable annual figure.
The Town of Lempster now possesses enough information to make reasonable
choices for the fiiture of some very old, very special buildings. 1 truly hope there is
enough interest to keep this process alive.
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Things still to do.
(Amended ]/] J/99)
Town Hall
Acquire Grange Property (This should be complete by Town Meeting)
Drainage work around Town Hall (Part of current contract with architect but hinging on
Grange property)
Repair rot under Town Hall
Repair damaged floor joist first floor
Install new chimney?
Fire up the furnace and use the building
Town Office
Demolish old Town Garage
Drainage work
Repair damage to foundation
Repair damage caused by damage to foundation
Building new office space should become a priority in our thinking. Because of
space requirements I recommend conversion of the second floor of the Town Hall for this
use. There are many good reasons for this; more available space then at the current town
office building. Town Office can continue to function while renovations are being done to
the Town Hall. With acquisition of Grange property more available parking. It creates a
reasonable use for a town asset, keeping it in the forefront of peoples attention. Frees the
current Town Office building, which is smaller than the second floor of the Town Hall, for
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1998 OLD HOME DAY RBPORT
The 99th Old Home Day was held Saturday and Sunday, August 8-9, 1998.
Saturday morning featured a tour of the grounds and bam of David Diehl
and John Terrell. The repairs done by Brent McCullough should last
another hundred years or more. Once again the historical display upstairs
in the Lempster Street Meeting House contained many items of interest
including some one room school house desks and benches restored by
Everett Thurber.
At noontime once again a fine chicken barbeque was served by the Marlow
Odd Fellows Lodge #96. We may cater a special dinner for our 100th Old
Home Day. We have had Old Home Day every year since 1899! After
dinner, the E^t Lempster Community Chime Choir, led by Jerry Rudenfelt,
presented a charming performance.
On stage the 4-H Country Clovers put on a one act play "Miss Louisa and
the Outlaws". The teacher, Miss Louisa, demonstrated how a good teacher
could discipline her students and the outlaws who barged into her one room
school. It was fun. At the end, the audience was impressed and thriUed by
a student, Emily Robert's, recitation from memory of the poem "The
Midnight Ride of Paul Revere". At the end of the 4-H performance, Miss
Louisa summoned Yorick Hurd up front and presented him with a $100.00
check from the 4-H to help maintain Lempster's Meeting House. The check
was given to our Selectmen.
In the evening Foot Stetson introduced Margaret MacArthur, called "one of
seven New England Art Treasures". She sang and accompanied herself on
guitar and harp-zither. Then the Orzechowski Family performed N.E. contra
dance music influenced by French Canadian, Irish, Scottish and Cape
Brenton style of music. The audience loved to see daughter, Sophie, play
the fiddle and also keep time with a wooden dancing man on a board. Hope
you saw it. Donations helped pay for the entertainment. The evening closed
with some old 16 mm movies of past Old Home Days and Fairs in Lempster.
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Sunday morning we had Old Home Day Church Services at the East
Lempster Community Methodist Church followed by refreshments served by
the Friends of the Library. Good fellowship prevadled.
Plains are being made for our One Hundredth Lempster Old Home Day by
the Historical Society. The society would like to hear about suggestions. So
fair the Grenier's have indicated that we may tour their farm. Andy
Whitman told the society the 4-H would like to present one or two more
plays. The proposed agenda is as follows:
- A catered sit-down noontime meal
- A parade, including a band, a flag-canying group, Harold Whiting's
Oxen, the 4-H and Fire Department engines.
- Possibility of three open-house tours.
- Afternoon and evening entertainment, hopefully comprising a 4-H
play and Gardiner Stetson's famous groups.
Please - anyone who has any ideas for the 100th Old Home Day - contact
David Diehl of the Lempster Historical Society. The date for the 100th Old
Home Day is August 14, 1999.
The Lempster Historical Society is also planning to sponsor a Lempster
Afghan that should be ready for sale by Old Home Day. They are like the




NH/VT SOLID WASTE PROJECT
1998 ANNUAL REPORT
We began the year saving everyone $22.34 per ton of solid waste delivered to the
Claremont waste-to-energy plant. This is the result of reducing the tipping fee from $74.09 to
$51.75 and has reversed the trend in recent years for a substantial portion of our collective waste
stream to be diverted, thereby demonstrating that economic flow control can and does work. By
working together to keep the tipping fees low and maximize recycling efforts, both the Sullivan
County Regional Refuse Disposal District and the Southern Windsor/Windham Counties Solid
Waste Management District will more effectively fulfill their obligations of managing and disposing
of waste generated within their member towns.
In addition to the reduction in tipping fees, a collections policy was also adopted which
enabled Project staff to collect over $250,000 in outstanding receivables. This did include one
sizeable account that had to be resolved through litigation, but a majority of the accounts have
been handled by our office.
Unlike years past, the Project was only involved in one significant lawsuit this year. The
legal action prompted by Acworth's unilateral attempt to withdraw from the Sullivan County
Regional Refuse Disposal District, and thereby the Project, was resolved eariier this year with
Acworth remaining a member of the Sullivan County District. The trial court detemnined that
Acworth had inappropriately withdrawn from the District; and although the issue of damages did
go to trial, it was settled after a half-day of testimony.
Planning efforts were initiated in the spring of 1998 to address the future management of
solid waste by the Districts as well as pre-existing contractual obligations, and resulted in several
avenues being identified and explored. A Request for Proposals was published in May that
invited interested parties to submit proposals for operating the ash landfill in Newport, New
Hampshire. Several proposals were received, although none included a regional recycling
facility, and the analysis of options is ongoing. After identifying several major objectives,
including ensuring the environmental integrity of the site, minimizing cun-ent and future liability,
and creating alternatives and options for Project communities, it was determined that a sale or
long-tenn lease of the property appears to best address these objectives. The lease/sale option
is the only option under consideration that requires the participation of an outside party - all other
options remain within the control of the Project and include:
• Closure upon exhaustion of existing capacity, trucking ash from 2001-2007 to an
alternative site;
• Bond the construction of sufficient capacity to meet the demands of ash disposal under
the Wheelabrator contract; or
• Bond the construction of a full expansion of the site and accept commercial waste;
All of these "internal" options, however, preserve the current liabilities that accrue to each
member of the Districts and any expansion would require a txDnd to finance initial construction
expenses. The sale/lease option continues to be discussed and input is welcome, with the hope
that a strategic plan for the site can be prepared during the first quarter of 1999 for presentation
at public meetings and for consideration by the Joint Committee.
In addition, samples were taken from the landfill in July by Fritz Enterprises Inc. in order
to evaluate the feasibility of recovering the metals present in the ash. The results indicated that it
is feasible to bring a mobile separation unit to the site in order to recover both ferrous and non-
fenrous metals for recycling. It is hoped that this effort will be completed in 1999.
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NHA/T Solid Waste Project
Annual Report
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On the legislative front, several issues have arisen which directly or indirectly affect the
member communities. The Vemriont legislature passed a mercury reduction bill that established
a mercury advisory committee and is, in part, targeting the emissions from waste-to-energy
incinerators. Although the Project is exempt from this statute because the contract with
Wheelabrator was already in place upon adoption of the statute, it is of continuing interest to all
members of the Project. Currently, the advisory committee is recommending the revival of the
investigations of the Project by the Vennont Attorney General and the State Auditor's offices, with
a recommended focus on finances and contractual obligations.
The New Hampshire legislature will see several bills introduced that affect the Project as
well, including establishing a committee to study the Sullivan County District, to repeal the inter-
state compact, land use in Newport, and items generally addressing solid waste and mercury.
The New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services has also published a mercury
reduction strategy that is anticipated to become the subject of legislative action this year as well.
The Districts have signed an agreement with Wheelabrator which provides for the
immediate refund of over $30,000 that was paid for the analysis of ash from the incinerator and
establishes a split fee schedule for the duration of the Waste Disposal Agreement. The
discrepancy was discovered by the Project bookkeeper, Denlse Galium, during budget
preparation activities.
The Joint Committee and both Districts have also approved the 1999 operating budget.
The budget total is $3,210,828, with the Sullivan County District share being 57.83% and the
Vermont District share being 42.17%, based on the historical average of deliveries for the last ten
years. This budget allows the tipping fee to remain competitive and will be $57.00 per ton
effective February 1, 1999.
As 1998 draws to a close, we are enjoying increased public participation in the Executive
Committee and District meetings, which is a trend we hope continues. The best decisions can
only be made with the best available infomnation and the sharing of perspectives. As we move
toward the creation of a long-term regional plan, it is my personal hope that all the positive




REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger, contact your
local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required before doing ANY outside
burning. Violations of RSA 227-L:17, the fire permit law and the other burning laws of the State
ofNew Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail.
Violators are also liable for all fire suppression costs.
There are ten Forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire Division of Forests and
Lands, Forest Protection Bureau. State Forest Rangers are available to assist communities with
forest fire suppression, prevention and training programs as well as the enforcement of forest fire
and timber harvest laws. If you have any questions regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws,
please call our office at 27 1 -22 1 7.
There are 2400 Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Forest Fire Wardens throughout the
state. Each town has a Forest Fire Warden and several Deputy Wardens who assist the Forest
Rangers with forest fire suppression, prevention, and law enforcement. Early in 1998 we
experienced an ice storm, which caused severe damage to forests ofNew Hampshire. This
damage created a greater potential fire hazard as well as safety hazards to many areas of the state.
Your local fire warden and Forest Rangers need your assistance in preventing wildfires in these
hard hit areas and throughout the State. If you need assistance or information dealing with ice
damaged woodlands, please call 1-800-444-8978.
The State ofNew Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3 contract
aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens aid in the quick response from
local fire departments. This is a critical factor in controlling the size of wildland fires and
keeping the loss of property and suppression costs as low as possible.
1998 FIRE STATISTICS
(All Fires Reported thru December 23, 1998)
FIRES REPORTED BY COUNTY CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED
Belknap 44 Smoking 59
Carroll 89 Debris Burning 38
Cheshire 67 Campfire 29
Coos 18 Power Line 14
Grafton 43 Railroad 9
Hillsborough 232 Equipment Use 24
Merrimack 108 Lightning 16
Rockingham 121 Children 95
Strafford 64 OHRV 6





TOTAL FIRES 798 Rekindle 43
TOTAL ACRES 442.86 Disposal of ashes 19
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Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission
1998 Annual Report
The Upper Valley' Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission (UVLSRPC) is a voluntary
association of 31 towns. The Commission is concerned with the development of comprehensive
plans for beneficial and balanced economic, environmental and social growth in the Region. It
functions as a research, resource and informational agency and, when appropriate, acts to obtain
Federal, State and other approvals, grants-in-aid, loans and similar assistance for individual
member towns and for the Region. The Commission provides technical assistance to member
communities in the areas of planning (land use, transportation, water quality, etc.), mapping,
community development, grantsmanship and grant administration. In addition, regional studies,
such as our Regional Transportation Plan, and regional projects, such as household hazardous
waste collections, the nomination of the Cold River to the NH Rivers Management and Protection
Program, and the Lake Sunapee and Connecticut River Scenic Byway Studies, are undertaken to
the benefit of more than one community.
Thanks are due to both the Vermont and New Hampshire legislatures for their continued support.
Our Commission has enjoyed close collaboration with the Economic Development Corporation
of the Upper Valley, Green Mountain Economic Development Corporation, and the Upper Valley
and Quechee chambers of commerce, and looks forward to a continued productive partnership.
In the past year, services such as our Planning Board training and library, which features maps,
plaiming resources and US Census data, were available to all of our member communities.
Lempster residents, staff and board members have taken advantage of some of these services. A
complete list of services which benefit our members is attached.
In 1998, our work specifically for the Town of Lempster included:
Prepared nomination ofthe Cold River to the NH Rivers Management and Protection Program.
Created five-map set illustrating soil attributes, conservation lands, historic sites, and natural
resources in Cold River watershed and land use and zoning along Cold River corridor.
Provided information on mapping services/GIS data available for the Town to the Planning
Board.
Provided samples of subdivision regulations to Planning Board.
Attended Planning Board meeting to show what is possible in the way of GIS mapping.
Provided maps of Cold River watershed for use by UNH cooperative extension in their
landowner education and assistance efforts.
Digitized Cold River watershed floodplains.
Developed successfiil proposal for funds for Crescent Lake and Cold River corridor landowner
survey.
Digitized Crescent Lake and Cold River corridor tax map parcels.
Attended NH Rivers Management Advisory Committee meeting on Cold River nomination.
Performed traffic counts in six locations in town.
Organized a regional household hazardous waste collection in Newbury and arranged for
participation of Lempster residents.
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Developed a two-page economic and demographic summary for the town and posted it on the
UVLSRPC website.
Worked with local groups in town to prepare a list of important natural and cultural resources
which was submitted to the NH Land and Cultural Heritage Commission.
Our Commission looks forward to serving Lempster in the coming year.
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SULLIVAN NUTRITION
P.O. BOX 387, NEWPORT, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03773 • TEL. 863-3177
RODNEY WALKER, Director - 863-5139
Newport Site - 863-3177
Claremonl Site - 543-3072
Charleslown Site - 826-5139
Meals-On-Wheels provides a well-balanced nutritional meal to those who are
homebound by illness, disability, or lack of transportation. Services are
designed to maintain or improve the health of these older Americans, preserve
and support their independence, and prevent premature or unnecessary
institutionalization.
When our drivers deliver meals they are required to check the safety of the meal
recipient. If a client does not respond to a knock on the door, our drivers call in
to their Site Manager who will call the police, a neighbor, a relative, or an
emergency number provided by the client. Many times our drivers are the only
people the client may see during the day.
We also provide Outreach services to the elderly of Sullivan County. An
Outreach worker visits all Meal-On-Wheels clients, as well as any senior
referred to our services. You do not need to be receiving home-delivered meals
to receive services from the Outreach Office. Upon talking with the client, the
Outreach worker determines their needs and makes referrals to the appropriate
agencies.
Sullivan Nutrition is a not-for-profit organization which receives its primary
funding (80%) from State and Federal sources. The remaining funding must
come from client donations and town-city contributions.
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Services provided for the people of Lempster
Home Health and Hospice Care: 368 Visits made to 1 6 patients
Community Clinic/Wellness Programs: 30 Individuals served
Long Term Care 75 Hours of Care to 3 patients
Family Health services and Clinics: 96 Visits made
School-age child care/after school/summer: 7 Children served
Lake Sunapee Region Visiting Nurse Association cares for people where they most
want to be, at home with their family and friends. The tradition of home care that
began over 1 00 years ago has evolved into a highly sophisticated health care delivery
system through partnerships with other providers and new medical technology
available in the home setting.
What matters most is that home care partners with families, physicians and the
community to promote healing and independence; to care for and support individuals
and families at the end of life; and to encourage community wellness and education.
Community support is a vital component of this care system because it enables us to
provide services to those who lack insurance or resources. The Board of Trustees,
staff, volunteers and especially the patients and families who receive care and
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^^uaiudoxaAap Jje:^s apiAOjd o^ scjoijqsip 5uiJoqq6iau q:^!^
6ui>(JOA 'c^DijtjsiQ xooqos Ja:^sduiai-uaqso3 aq^j '5 jaqoc^OQ UQ
Haaoj.00
•uiEjfiojd 5uipeaj XT^a poow ^puiq
B dn-qas o:^ pasn sbm. Xauoiu aqj, -t^uejb uoi^^Bonpe xeioads
ajiqsduiEH i^eN e ':^ueJO JaAixs SU^ JOj uoi^^BOixdde ^AI:^I:^aduIO^
e UI 00*000't72$ Xxe^eiuixojddE papjEi>^E sbm :^DIJ:^SIa aqx
•ssajbojd aq-:^ uo >(Daqo Ac^ixeaj e sb jac^uiM-PT"^ ^OJ paxnpaqos
aja^v saouajajuoD dn-noxxoji -JEaX ^q:^ :}noq5nojq:^ ssaji5ojd :^uapn:^s
joj UEXd B doxaAap Xx^uiof si^uajEd puE sjaqoEa:^ aAEq oq. sea xbo6 aqj,
•jaqujaq.das ui saouajajuoo q.uajBd jo sseoojd e UB5aq sjaqoea-ii aqj,
•Ac^ixeaj b eq uoos XIT^ ^eq:^ qjnoo asodjrid-i^Xnw A:^iunuimoo/xooqos SU^
joj „6uixxoJ TieQi. 9U^ ^oS osxB jauuajg * sh -uiEjbojd xooqDS jaqjs
jBbns JO XT^i uoods sq^ JO quaiudox9Aap aqq joj axqisuodsaj se>v aqs
'squapn:^s joj saic^iAii^OB xeioads apiAOjd oq pauuExd puE sjiej ^jejo jo
sjBaX XBJaAas qBnojq:^ sn pax Xxuo :^ou aqs • st^uauiqsixduioDOB Xueui
OS ui pai^xnsaj diqsjapEax JSH ''D'l'd aq"^ JO ':^u^pIs^Jd se pip
jauuajg Xpnf • sw ^eq:^ qoC :^ubixxT^c[ aq:^ joj piES ueo qBnoua :^on
•jajnsEaJi aqq se uo panuiquoo XEJjnw uaajOQ * sw -AjB^ajoas aqq
SI 5uiuiaxd ax^EO • sw puE .'quapisajd s^TA ^U^ si uosqio qauEf • sw
.'c^uapisaJd >V9U ^q:^ auiEoaq uaojh A65ad * sw : aa:^:^iujuiOD aAi:;noaxa
('D'l'd) qnXD , s jaqDEaj,-:^uajBd sq^ ui sabuBqo auios ejdA ajaqj,
uoqfiuiqqbiJM suiqsijqo • sw puE uosqa:js UEi'i^sijqo • sw 'saoxxsJ Ajbw ' sw
s:^uEqsIssB fiuiqaEa-i^ pus (UEipo^sno) siwai x^eqoiw ' JW :sjaquiaui jjEq.s
Avau x^JSAas pajinboE a^ 'xxej aqq jo asjnoo aq:^ 5uijna •uisaq
XBUoissajojdBJBd jno pauioC uosuiqoa Xuuad ' sw puE 'uiBj6ojd I ST^TJL
jno qqiAv nou si pjBuaw Ajjaqs ' sw -jaqoBa-rj oisnui jno aujEoaq
jaz^iX^M ^T^T-^^^d ' sw puB 'jaqoBa:t q:;Eui apEJfi q:;q6ia puE q-:juaAas
E SE jjE-i^s jno pauioC uosjej xoq£ • JW •sJeq^Ea:^ apEj5 q^jij Jno
JO euo SI XXHH sauiEf • JW puE 'sjaqoBa:; apBj5 pjiqq jo auo auiEoaq
uinEqxaddv Bssixaw ' sw •(pessiiu si aqs .'xooqos aqq oq suoi :^nqi j:juod
asuauiuii apEui oq^ jaqosa-:} e) suosjEd ' sw 5uiOExdaj 'jaqoBa-^ apEjB
q:^JnoJ jo saI:^np aqq pauinssE sq.jaqoH UBsns ' sw "AjBjqix Jno
JO uoI:^^unJ aqq adBqs o:^ sanuii^uoo uoisia esoq^i jiexosi q^na ' sw
5uioBxdaj 'UEiJEjqix ^9U jno auiooaq o:^ uasoqo sea ' -ijub^^sisse
jaqoEaq e se>v oqw 'quiooAvaN auiEjJoi ' sw • xooqos jo AEp
:^sjij aqq uo jjb:^s aqq 5uouie saoBj Avau waj b ac^inb aja^ ajaqj,
•(sdoqs>tJOA :^sn5nv aq^ JO auo qs padoxaAap sb/^ SIq:^) buos
xooqos ja^sduiai-uaqsof) padoxaAap Ax^uaoaj aq:j buES squapn:^s puE
jjb:js 'AxquiassB Abp buiuado aq:^ ^v '.iSa ox uiEajQ i XXY 33 ubo i„
eu^^q:^ aqq q^iA :^SJIi jaquia:^das uo pauado jBaX xooqos wau aqi
a3aKaj.das
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•u5is Tooqos eq:^ dn-ueei3 o:^ saqsnjq pue ued :^UIed Jiaq:^ U^T'^
dn paAvoqs qaijeos uiAaM pue auaijeo uaA3 • looqos d^-^ qe 5ui:^uied
auios op oq SJa:^s5unoA duiBO >t-JOM Teuoi:^EUja':^ui jaq joj paBuejje
jieioaq q^na ' sw -(looqDS jo :^jb:^s aqq o:^ joijd ^^snC aziiEioos o:;
sjaqDea:^ pue 's:^uajed 's:^uapn:^s joj X:t];unqjoddo ue) tbidos Xepuns
LUBeJO aoi 0£ ^sn5nv aq^ JOj ueid o^ pa:>{JOAv 'O'l'd aqi -jauiuins aq:;
6uijnp xooqos aq•:^ U^T'^ paAioAUi aq oq panui':;uoo sjaa:^uniOA uaA3
• suBIpo:^sno
jno Xq paxie:^suT sen uia:jsAs ieoi:^snooB uinisBuuiXB aqq 'jauiuins -ijseq
•(s:j3eCojd aDueua:juieui leioads pue 'BuTpiir^Q aq:^ jo fiuiueaio ..Tiej
pue 5uiJds.. ' sdoqs>(JOM. ui fiuiqedioi^^jed 'sasseio pue sai:^iAi:joB
buiinpaqos 'jjeqs 5uiJiq) JBaX looqos ^^xau aq:^ joj 5uiuuexd quads si
auiiq JO :junouiiE eiqipejoui ue uaqn poijad aqi^ si siqj, -jaujiuns aqq
6uijnp puiui uiojj qsaqqjnj eqq si looqos 'aTdoad qsoui joj
Mvaaa HaKwns
•Xuouiajao eqq 5uiaottoj
sai^enpeaB aq:^ joj uoiqdaoaj e papiAOJd 'O'JL'd ^UJ, -sBiuoTdip panssi
aq:^aiiif jnqqjv ^T^UO pjeog looqos pue 'S':^uapn:^s aqq passajppe
MOjpooo PJBAVOH " JQ quapuaqui jadns -saqenpejfi aq:^ oq spjBAve pa:^uasajd
oiiCijuog -JH puB 'uospiABQ ' ^W 'Janaja * sw -ssbio jaq jo jjeqaq
uo TOoqDS aqq oq naAiajBi piq ' uei Jo:^^IpaIBA 'zqjBUiay eooaqaa
•Ajo:tsiq ssbio eq:^ pajaAiiap 'sjouoh P-^TUlL-oq ' eaAuoo uiqsnf pue
siuuaa BjnBi •sqsanS pue s:^u^JBd pauiooiaAv ' ubi joqe^nies ssbio
'XauBiaa aieo -sasiojaxa uoi^^BnpBjB joj paiquiasse sseio apBJO
q-;q5i3 aq:^ jo squapn:^s aqi^ ' n aunf jo BuiuaAa aqq uq
•pauijap Xi^uauiuiojd
ajoui ajan sABA>txe/»v pue 'paqueid ajan sjaMOij puB saajx -^DaCojd
uoiqeoi jiqnBaq spunojfi looqos snoiqiquiB ub uo ^tJBqma oq XjBnjqaj
UI papjBHB Xauoui quej5 aqq paziiiqn tt^^J^ioO ^uapn^ts SU^
' luiauiiDS auaijea ' sw puB janajQ • sw JO uoiqoajip aqi^ japun
aNnr
•:^jnoD asodjnd-i:^inuj eqq joj 'D'l'd su^ 01^ :^oeq
SDUiuuii^ aq:^ pac^euop Xisnojauab xiajjij, diiiqa jaiqo ajij -doq
uo :^no auiBD :^ueuj:tjedaa aJij jat^sduiai eq:^ uie5B pue 'jasiej
punj aq:^ ui paqedI^I:^ jed siueaq lejaAas •NOHl-Y-dOOH e
pa:^soq •O'j.'d ^U^ 'spunojfi looqos aqq uo :^Jnoo esodjnd-iqinui
Xqiunuiuioo-iooqDS e doiaAap o:^ ubiediueo 5uinui:^uo3 e uj
•uja:^sAs xeioipnC jno jo Suipue-^sjapun ,s:;uepnqs aqq
aoueque oq :^jojja ue si uiej5ojd aqi, • sc^uapntjs aq:^ o:^ sasBO
Xe5ai pa:^uasajd puB pa:^BaJD uosuqof xaEqoiw jadoojj, a^^B^s
puE 'Jei>(qs laeqoiw Xaujoq:^v 'Xe/^eqqeH >lJew Jo:^n^asoJd X:^uno^
'Aea Tooqos AjaAS ui jaX^Bi v q^T^ aouspjoooE ui 'gi Aew uq
•aiqE:^ :jjassap puE
peiBS E puE 'eiqE:^ USip uieuj e 'BjqeiapuBD e q^iw aqaidiuoo
aiqsq jauuip b q^iA aiActs i^ajjnq e ui dn-qas Xx:^uB5aT^
SEA mooj A^iinoBj aqi -jjei^s aqct joj uoaqouni jeinoB^ioads
B- papiAOjd 'O'l-d ^U^ 'Xbq uoiqeioajddv jaqoEax JOi
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buiujiuexj OTJ3 • jw '/^et^ues >(3ia * JW 'Jasnao XxxbjVi -jw ajdn Xaq-;
.'SLuaiqojd aq:^ Xji^^oaj o:; Iieo a^:^ paja.nsue spep xis 'unsaj e
sv -pjezeq e pat^uasajd ^eq^ seaje x^jaAas pa:^stxa ajaq:^ ^eq^
pejaAOOSip seM qi 'ajn^onj^s punoj5Xeid looqos aq:^ 5ui:^enieAa
JO qoaCojd XT^ui^oO ^uapncis e u^iav uoi^^oun Cuod uj
AYW
•Xpoq :^uapn:;s ajii^ua aq-i^ joj .noqs
DTPew 5uiui e^ ja^ua ue jo uoi :je:^uasajd aqq pajosuods 'D'l'd
aq:) '>ieejq XT^dv aqq o^ joijd uoouja^je Xepijj aq^ uq
•^jaqeH aiqqaa ' sh Xq paAiaouoo
SEA ^eqq uoiqipej:^ e awooaq seq qjojja x^Toads siqj, -jjei^s
pue s:juapn:)s o:^ s55a ac^exoooqo SuijaAixap xooqos aq^ ^noqc
„5uiddoq„ uaas aq pxnoo ..Xuuna ja:;sBa„ dim '01 IT^^^V uq
••Q-a'Y H'^TA uajpxiqo aAeq oq/\ squajed joj doqs^JOi^ Bui-^ioxa
UB paquasajd 'japjosip •^loijap uoii^ua^cie q:jiAV s^uapn-^s
joj SLue-i5ojd sa^^eajD oqAv ^sixeioads e 'qoiAOuepzn ua>i
iiadY
•aaa XqdejSoao xbuoi^en aq:^ jo xaAax a^je-^s aq-^ qe aqedioiqjed
o^ paijixenb peq aqs ^eq^ X^aioos oiqdejBoao xeuoIqe^[ aq-;
Aq paiji^ou sea "^uapn^^s apej5 q-i^qBia 'z:;jeuiea eooeqaa
•jauuip :^no ^U^TN deaqo xenuue s^i q^iA uoi^^ipej:;
s^i panuiquoo ssexo apejo pjiqi aq-ij 'uoi^uaAUOD aq:^ o^
joiJd •suoi:juaAUi aAi^^eajo jiaqq jo suoi^e^uasajd .s-^uapn'^s
5ui>vaiA 5uTuaAa ue ^uads s^sanB pue s^^uajed Xuew •uoi'^uaAuoo
uotquaAUi aqx pax^i^ua sen Jiej ^^oaCojd s.jeaX sfqj,
•a5e uoit^eujo^ne ja-;nduiOD ^q:^ o:^ui XjBjqix xooqos aq:;
5uijq o:; se/^ aseqd siq:j jo aAiJ-ijs JoCeui aqi 'uexd XBoxouqoai
t^oij-^siQ aq:^ jo m aseqd ^jjoddns o-^ axoi^^jv ^uejjeM
aq:^ 5uissed Xq ssaoojd xeuoi^^eonpa aqi; joj •^joddns JTaq-;
pa':^ej':jsuoLuap A^jTuniuiuoo aq:; jo suazii^To pue s:;uajed 'Dui-^aaw
:^o^;-I:^SIQ xooqos aq:; :^e ' pu^ qojew Jo 5uiuaAa eq:; uq
Hoavw
•uiejBojd saI:^IAI:;ov ja:^uiM au^ 5ut ; eu i pjooo
UT i^joi^ 6uipue:js:;no jaq joj suosjcd ' sw o:; epeuj se>v
jje:>s aqij pue S'^uapnijs aq:; jo jx^qaq uo uoi:;e';uasa jd e pue
' :^uauJU I eqaa:;ue 5ui5uis papiAOJd ssexo apej5 ^^sjij s.eojeid ' sw
• ^^uamaAaiqoe oiuiapeoe qbiq apeui o\\i\ S';uapn:;s asoq-; jouoq o-;
pue aqexnqej5uoo oq pxaq se>v Axqujasse sjouoq jeaX-piuj v
•sxeuiTUB oi:joxa 5unoX XjaA
JO uoi:>B:^uasajd xeuoi';eonpa aAix e o:j pacjeaj:^ ajan s:^uapn:;s
aqi '^leajq Xjeruqaj o:j jotjd uoouja:;je Xepijj aq:^ uo
ooz spuaiJi Xjjni aq:^ uio-ij :;isia e pajosuods 'O'jL-d am
•uajpxiqo 6UISSIUJ
JO XjaAOoaj pue qojeas aqq joj jasiej punj e sen ^uaAa aqx
•Aoqs oi5bw .suajpxTUO lenuuv aq:; o:i s:;a^OT:i U^T>^ s:;uapni;s
aq:j papiAOJd Xjauiei aAais " JW pue sappeo uiim • sw
L\
• sassexD
aouaios siq joj s:^o^,CoJd uo spueq joj pasn sem 'luoj^s^o * -^W
o:t papjEj>\e ':^uej5 jaq:^o aqjL • Tooqos aq:j joj •i^oaCojd
5uidez)spuei e doieAap o-; spunj aq:; paziii^n iiounoo ^^uapnqs
^v^-^ .'pxJOAv :nnpB b\\:^ ui ssauisnq jo axoj aqq jo ssauajEMS
:^uapn:^s BuidoiaAap uo pasnooj 'jawajg * sw Xq pa'i^^iiuiqns
':^uej5 auQ -paAiaoaj ajaA s:^UEJ6 ilJOM oj, looqos oni
• uiej5ojd
a5uEq3X3 q^noA H-Jnoj TEUOI':^EUJa:^uI aqq ui pa^Edioi^jEd
oq>v squapn:^s e5eixoD ajiqsduisH ^SN -^q sii^uapnqs aq:^ o:^ apEui
^i^iK BUBASCtoQ pus >(JBuiuaa UI ajij uo suoi^B^^uasajd
AHYQaaaj
•ajnssejd jaad puB 'AqiiBnxas 'esnqE aouBc^sqns jo sanssi
5uipjB5aj STXi>is 5ui>{biu uoisioap auoq oq Xqiun^^joddo aq:^
s:^uapn:^s aq:; papiAOJd uiEj5ojd >{aaAV aA^aA^ aqj, • ssauajBi^v
puE Ac^ajES lEuosjad pai:^i:^ua tuEj5ojd pajosuods ^uej5 b ui
pe'i^sdiOT^^jBd 8661 JO sseto 5ui:^BnpEj5 apsjo q^qfiiH ©UI
•saAii Jiaq^ aouBqua hia ^Bqi^ sTii>ts iBuoiq-eajoaj doiaAap
o:^ s^uapn^^s a5Bjnooua o^ si uiBj5ojd aq-:^ jo aAiqoaCqo uibui v
•SDiuBqaaiu o^^nE puE '5uiuiuiias 'Aa>iooq jootj 's-i^jejo 5uii{Biu
'5ui>too3 '5ui:^Eits janoj '6uii>is oipjou '5uiiiis euidiE se
sujEj5ojd qons ui paSEBua s:^uapn^s aqj, -suosJEd uojEqs * sw
JO uoi^oaJip quBiTTiJq sq^ japun sseoons BuimiaqAjaAO
UE SEA uiBjBoJd -^^T-^T^^V JS^uiM Jno jo JEaX q^^jij aqj,
AHYONVr
:ejaA s^uaAa aq:^ jo auios
'jaAaAoq .'aiqissod ^ou si i^jodaj siq:t ui he uiaq:; uoi:^uaui
oi *sjaa:^uniOA jaqaiaiu A^^iunujuioo puE :;uajEd Aq suoi-^nqi j:;uo3
JO jaquinu snouijoua ub osjb ajaA ejaq:^ .'JsaA ^sei
jjB^^s puE s'i^uapn^^s Aq squauiqsiiduioooB Aubuj ^i^!\ ajaqi
•qoC auioseAE ub 5uiop si
:^OIJ:^sIa siq-^ ^Bq'ri aaj6E hia suazi:^io ':^sow c^SuBqo q^iA aoEd
5uidaa>( jo ..pjBO qjodaj,, jno uo 5uiop aA ajE aoh -BuidoiaAap
AipidEJ ajB sai5a:^Bjqs fiuiqDBact joj sanbiuqoa:^ Aau 'sabusqo
oi^EuiBjp aq^ JO ^insaj sb 'puB .' A^iunuiuioo jo asuas e >(3bt o:^
siuaas :tBq^ ..A-^aioos dn-Ajjnq„ b sqixa aJaq:^ .'ajojeq jaAa uBq:^ ajoui
suoi^iipBj:^ unqs puB A^^iJoq^^nB uoi^isenb aou s:^uapnq.s .'jaAa UBq:^ ajoui
uajpiiqo JO quamdoiaAap aqi; Buiouanijui si Bipaui sseui .'auioq aq^r^ puB
looqos Suiouanijui saouBApE TeoI5oIouq^a:^ aiqipejoui .'saixiuiBj
IBuoi^^Dun jsAp JO jaqiunu aqq ui esBajoui ue :ajE „daqsjoop„ jno
uo ejE :^Bq^ sabuBqo aq:^ jo auios * o6e sJBaA uea-i^jij ajaA Xaq-^
UBqq i^uejajjip ejoui qonui eJB sbuiq^t ^Bqi^ aziuDooaj AiuiB^jao aM
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